We examine what, if anything, we can learn about obesity rates using selfreported BMI once we allow for possible measurement error. We use self-reported obesity rates, along with estimates of misclassification rates, to derive upper and lower bounds for the true population obesity rate. These bounds are then used as the basis for obesity rankings. Our results show, that once measurement error is taken into account, it is difficult to obtain meaningful rankings across European countries. However, our analysis shows that it is still possible to rank US states by obesity status using only minimal assumptions on the nature of the error process. As a result, cross-state variation in self-reported BMI, when used in conjunction with our bounds, may still provide a useful source of information for understanding the causes and consequences of obesity in the USA.
Rodriguez 2010). Devising effective policies to tackle the growing obesity problem is a health priority for many countries. One popular strategy used in helping to devise such strategies is to use cross-country or cross-state variation in obesity rates to identify effective policies (Loureiro and Nayga 2005; O'Neill and O'Neill 2007; Costa-Fonte et al. 2009 Nanney et al. 2010; Taber et al. 2011; Cawley et al. 2013 ). However, due to data limitations, comparisons of this nature often rely on self-reported obesity levels. There is a large body of evidence that suggests that individuals underreport their weight and overstate their height, which leads to biased estimates of obesity rates (Gorber et al. 2007) . 1 This in turn may limit the usefulness of these data when informing policy makers.
A number of correction strategies have been proposed to deal with the problem of measurement error in self-reported height and weight (Plankey et al. 1997; Giacchi et al. 1998; Ezzati et al. 2006; Nyholm et al. 2007; Dauphinot et al. 2009; Stommel and Schoenborn 2009; Shields et al. 2011 ). While such corrections tend to reduce misclassification rates, they do not eliminate it (Visscher et al. 2006; Nyholm et al. 2007; Shields et al. 2011) . Rather than trying to obtain corrected measures of obesity, we examine what, if anything, one can learn about obesity using self-reported data and imposing only minimal assumptions on the error process. In particular, we use self-reported obesity rates, along with estimates of the misclassification rates, to derive upper and lower bounds for the population obesity rate in ten European countries and each of the US states. These bounds are sharp under the maintained assumptions, in that they exhaust all the information available in the self-reported data. We show that although the presence of measurement error makes it difficult to obtain meaningful rankings across European countries, the estimated bounds are narrow enough to rank US states by the level of obesity.
Methods
Obesity is typically measured using body mass index (BMI), where BMI = weight in kg/height in m 2 . Individuals are classified as obese if their BMI exceeds 30. There have been a number of recent papers examining the use of BMI as a measure of obesity. For instance, Burkhauser and Cawley (2008) and O'Neill (2015) examine the sensitivity and specificity of BMI-based tests for obesity, relative to alternative measures such as bioelectrical impedance analysis or waist circumference-based measures. The results in both these papers suggest that BMI-based measures of obesity may suffer from high rates of false negatives (or low sensitivity); there is a danger that BMI (even when based on clinically measured height and weight) may underreport true obesity. In addition, some papers have discussed the appropriateness of a uniform threshold 1 As well as making it difficult to determine true underlying prevalence rates, measurement error also causes problems when trying to estimate relationships between the mismeasured variable and other correctly measured outcomes. Carroll et al. (2006) provide an excellent general summary of work in this area, while O'Neill and Sweetman (2013) provide a recent discussion and analysis in the specific context of mismeasured obesity. However, this is not the focus of the current paper. We also follow the vast majority of research and public discussion in this area and treat body mass index as a satisfactory measure of obesity (for some discussion of this issue, see Burkhauser et al. 2009). for BMI-based obesity measures when applied to different groups (Hu 2008 ). We do not focus on either of these issues in this paper. Instead, we take the standard BMI measure and threshold, which despite its potential weaknesses is still by far the most popular measure of obesity, and examine the informational content of self-reported obesity rates in this context. To do this, we use bounds developed in Molinari (2008) and Nicoletti et al. (2011) .
Let X * denote the true measure of BMI and D * X a true obesity indicator equal to one if X * > 30 and zero otherwise. The true obesity rate is given by Pr(D * X = 1) = Pr(X * > 30). Typically, we do not have access to X * and must rely on a selfreported measure, X . The observed obesity indicator D X is equal to one if X > 30 and zero otherwise, and the observed obesity rate is Pr(D X = 1) = Pr(X > 30). When X * = X , the observed BMI level is measured with error. Molinari (2008) provides direct bounds in the presence of misclassification. The simplest bounds are obtained under the assumption that
Assumption 1
Under this assumption, tight bounds on Pr(D X * = 1) are given by
Alternative bounds follow from the imposition of alternative restrictions. If we assume
Assumption 2
Pr
then by manipulating the bounds reported in (3.7) and (3.8) of Molinari (2008) , we can establish the following bounds for the obesity rate 2
Assumption 2 states that it is more likely for obese people to report a BMI below the obesity threshold than it is for non-obese people to report a BMI above the threshold. Nicoletti et al. (2011) consider restrictions on the indirect misclassification probabilities, Pr(D X * = x * |D X = x). Using
Assumption 3
they derive the following bounds:
If we assume that Assumptions 1-3 all hold, we can combine the information from the three individual bounds. The resulting identification interval is given by {LB * , UB * }, where LB * is the maximum between {LB 1 , LB 2 , LB 3 } and UB * is the minimum between {UB 1 , UB 2 , UB 3 }. We check the validity of all these assumptions later.
Data
To estimate the misclassification rate, we use two data sets: the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) for the USA and the Surveys of Lifestyle Attitudes and Nutrition (SLAN) for Europe. The NHANES is a programme of studies designed to assess the health and nutritional status of adults and children in the USA. Earlier waves of the NHANES data have been used previously to examine the extent of misclassification error in self-reported BMI (Villanueva 2001; Kuczmarski et al. 2001 (Shiely et al. 2010) and provide key inputs into health policy making in Ireland (National Taskforce on Obesity 2005). We use the 2002 SLAN data to estimate European misclassification rates so as to be consistent with the timing of the European Community Household Panel data used for the European analysis. 3 In addition to self-reported measures of height and weight, both the NHANES and SLAN data contain independent measures of the respondent's height and weight. Comparing obesity status on the basis of self-reported and recorded measures of BMI allows us to estimate the underlying misclassification rates in both data sets. In addition, the availability of two independent auxiliary data sources also allows us check the robustness of the assumptions imposed on the misclassification rates in deriving our bounds. In order to compare obesity rates across Europe, we use the European Community Household Panel (ECHP). The ECHP provides self-reported BMI for ten European countries from 1998 to 2001. 4 We use data for 2001. In keeping with the earlier restrictions, we limit our analysis to those aged between 18 and 65. Summary statistics are provided in Table 1 . In general, self-reported obesity rates are higher for men than for women. In keeping with Brunello and d'Hombres (2007) , we find that self-reported obesity rates vary across countries with Italy having the lowest rate and Finland the highest. 5 When comparing obesity rates across US states, we use the 2010 Behavioural Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS). The BRFSS is a telephone survey conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the USA. There are 451,075 total records for 2010. Such a large sample size makes it possible to compute reliable state-level descriptive statistics. We limit our analysis to whites aged between 18 and 65. 6 Summary statistics for men and women, which are given in Table 2 , show that Mississippi has the highest rate of obesity for white men and that West Virginia had the highest rate for white women. Although the BRFSS has the advantage of large sample sizes, it is similar to the ECHP in that only self-reported weight and height are available. In this paper, we examine the extent to which meaningful rankings of obesity across countries and states persist after accounting for misclassification error. The misclassification rates for the SLAN data are based on the numbers reported in Table 2 of Shiely et al. (2010) . Their report is based on individuals aged 18 and older. Unfortunately, the public release version of the 2002 data does not contain the clinical results, so we cannot directly calculate the misclassification rate for the 18-65 group. However, we have used later waves of the SLAN data to examine the sensitivity of our findings to the inclusion of the older workers when calculating the rate and found that it made little difference to the results Table 3 reports the estimated misclassification rates from NHANES and SLAN. The estimated misclassification rate is approximately 7 and 5 % for men and women in the NHANES data and 10-11 % in the SLAN data. However, the Irish and US misclassification rates estimates are not statistically significantly different from each other. Both auxiliary data sets provide clear support for the direct monotonicity assumption (Assumption 2). Very few people report BMI's above the obesity threshold when For each country, the estimates of the lower and upper bounds are reported their true BMI is below 30. In contrast, the proportion of the NHANES sample who report a BMI below 30 when their recorded measure exceeds the obesity threshold is 12 % for women and 17 % for men. The corresponding estimates based on the Irish data are 32 and 40 %, respectively. The data also provide support for the indirect monotonicity assumption (Assumption 3). The condition is violated in only one of the four samples we consider (women in the SLAN data). 7, 8 In the analysis that follows, we use the misclassification rates for the Irish SLAN data when estimating the bounds for the ten European countries and the misclassification rates from the NHANES data when estimating the bounds for the US states. We follow Nicoletti et al. (2011) and set the bounds on the misclassification probabilities equal to the estimated values plus twice their standard errors. We then use these misclassification rates to estimate upper and lower obesity bounds as described in Sect. 2. Table 4 reports the upper and lower obesity bounds {LB * , UB * } for our ten European countries. 9 We first use these bounds to compare the male and female obesity rates 7 Although we use the 2002 SLAN data because its timing corresponds to the timing of the ECHP data, we also checked misclassification rates using the 1998 and 2007 SLAN data. Assumptions 2 and 3 hold for both men and women in both these data sets. 8 We have also used the NHANES data to check whether the misclassification rates reported for the USA vary by region. Unfortunately, the public release file of the NHANES data does not include state identifiers. However, we can compare misclassifcation rates by census region and fail to reject the null hypothesis that the misclassification rates are equal across regions. 9 The bounds for both men and women make use of all three assumptions. Although the point estimates for the 2002 SLAN data suggest that Assumption 3 may be violated for women, we cannot reject the hypotheses that the two rates are equal. The effect of relaxing this assumption when calculating the bounds for women is to widen the interval even further [the lower bound becomes zero for all countries]. This does nothing to change the substantive findings of the paper. within countries. Despite the general tendency for male obesity rates to be higher than female obesity rates, we see that the bounds for men and women overlap in every country. Consequently, it is not possible to make any comparisons across gender once the potential loss in information arising from measurement error is accounted for.
Results
We next determine the extent to which one can make rankings across these countries. To distinguish between countries, we require the upper bound for one country to be less than the lower bound for another country. Once again meaningful rankings are very difficult given the width of the bounds. Of all the comparisons available across European countries, the only comparison that is robust to the adjustment for measurement error is that the obesity rate for women in Finland is higher than that for women in Italy. It is important to emphasise that this is a problem of identification resulting from measurement error rather than one of sample size. Once we allow for the loss of information inherent in self-reported obesity measured using the SLAN misclassification rates, there is simply not enough information in the data to make meaningful distinctions across countries. Simply obtaining larger samples (or more of the same type of data) will not solve this problem.
In the remainder of this section, we report the results when our bounds are applied to differences in obesity rates across US states. We begin by looking at the US gender gap in obesity. The obesity rates reported in Table 2 show that the raw self-reported obesity rate is higher for men than for women in 49 of the 51 cases anlaysed. However, once again, the results in Table 5 reveal that it is more difficult to make comparisons across gender once we allow for measurement error. The gender gap is robust to our adjustment for measurement error in only eleven of the states. These states are Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nevada, New Jersey, New York and Utah. In each of these states, the bounds indicate that the obesity rate for white males is higher than that for white females, even when the error in self-reported BMI is taken into account. In all the other states, the obesity bounds for men and women overlap.
However, in contrast to the earlier European analysis, the results in Table 5 show that meaningful rankings across US states based on self-reported obesity are still possible with only minimal assumptions on the error process. For men, one can distinguish between a set of high-obesity states consisting of {Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee and West Virginia} relative to a grouping of low-obesity states consisting of {California, Colorado, District of Columbia, Hawaii, New Mexico and Vermont}. For women, the number of meaningful rankings is even larger though the groupings are quite similar to the male classes. The high-obese states for females include Alabama, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and West Virginia, and the low-obese states include {California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico New York, Utah, Vermont and Wyoming}.
These groupings are very similar to the unadjusted groupings that appear in the popular press. Since 2008, Gallup has published a well-being index for each state in the USA which includes the state obesity rates as a component. These indices are constructed using data from telephone interviews in which data on health perceptions, For each state, the estimates of the estimates of the lower and upper bounds are reported including self-reported height and weight, are gathered. Using these raw data, states are grouped according to obesity rates. Typically in the reported analysis, Gallup distinguishes between the ten states with highest obesity and the ten states with the lowest obesity rates. When we compare the Gallup results, based on unadjusted selfreported data 10 , with our results that take measurement error into account, we find a substantial overlap. Nine of the ten states identified by Gallup as low-obesity states appear in one or the other of our low-obesity classes (either the male or the female class), the exception being Rhode Island. In addition, 10 out of the top 11 most obese states in the Gallup report are listed in our high-obesity states (the exception being South Carolina). We can illustrate the geographical distribution of adjusted obesity by plotting the state rankings after accounting for measurement error. The results for women are shown in Fig. 1 . Here, we distinguish between low-obesity states, high-obesity states and states for which no clear ranking is possible. Even allowing for the potential loss of information due to measurement error, there is still an obvious grouping of highobesity states in the mid-west and south of the US, with lower-obesity states located in the east and west. These findings indicate that cross-state variation in self-reported BMI in the USA, when used in conjunction with our bounds, may still provide a useful source of information for understanding the causes and consequence of obesity despite potential misreporting of obesity. 
Discussion
The results from Sect. 4 suggest that meaningful obesity rankings across European countries are likely to be difficult using only self-reported data. This is because the estimated misclassification rate is higher in Europe than in the USA and also because the variation in obesity rates across countries is relatively small to begin with. Consequently, the rankings are not robust to adjustments which account for the loss of information arising from errors in self-reported obesity status. When confronted with cases like this, we would urge readers to be very cautious about making rankings. This is not a problem of imprecise estimates but rather one of identification, reflecting the cost of measurement error. In these cases, identification of meaningful rankings requires extra information over and above the minimal assumptions adopted in our analysis. Researchers are free to try alternative adjustments in an attempt to obtain narrower bounds or more detailed rankings. However, since our bounds are tight, given our assumptions, our findings make explicit the fact that any more detailed rankings can only be secured with additional information or assumptions. In this way, our analysis forces researchers to be explicit about these restrictions and to justify why they may be appropriate.
Our analysis of US obesity rates on the other hand shows that self-reported obesity rates may still form the basis of meaningful rankings, when used in conjunction with our bounds, provided that the misclassification rate is sufficiently low and the variation across observations is sufficiently large. Ideally, we suggest that readers use estimates of the misclassification rate in self-reported obesity (either those we provide or perhaps estimates of their own), along with our bounds, to derive interval estimates of the true obesity rate-this is not difficult in practice. However, if readers are looking for a quick rule of thumb, then we draw attention to the fact that, in every case we considered, the estimated lowest bound given by the actual reported obesity rate. In light of this, we would encourage readers to think of self-reported obesity rates as lower bounds on the true rate. In addition, the upper bounds for the US states are all about 15-20 % higher than the reported obesity rate. A quick rule of thumb for researchers interested in comparing obesity rates across states would therefore be to think in terms of intervals of the form {OB SR : (1.20) * OB SR } for each state, rather than point estimates, where OB SR is the self-reported obesity rate. If these intervals do not overlap, then you can rank the two states using only minimal assumptions on the error process. However, if the intervals overlap, then further restrictions would be required. For example, suppose that we wished to compare Arkansas (reported obesity rate of 36.61) with New Mexico (reported obesity rate of 29.95). Using our suggested rule of thumb rather than comparing the point estimates, we compare the interval (36.61:43.93) for Arkansas, with the interval (29.95:35.94) for New Mexico. Since these do not overlap, we remain confident that Arkansas has a higher obesity rate than New Mexico, even allowing for the self-reported nature of the data. However, a comparison of Arkansas and Louisiana would involve a comparison of Arkansas interval of (36.61:43.93) with the interval for Louisiana of (33.95:40.74) . Since these overlap, we would caution against drawing inferences from a comparison of these two states even though the reported obesity rate in Arkansas is almost three percentage points higher than in Louisiana.
Conclusion
We examine the robustness of obesity rankings across ten European countries and fifty US states, taking into account any potential loss of information resulting from measurement error in self-reported BMI. In doing so, we place only minimal restrictions on the error process. Our analysis shows that a meaningful ranking of countries in Europe is difficult once measurement error in the European data is taken into account. The inability to rank European countries is a reflection of the cost of measurement error. Researchers who feel that the loss of rankings is too heavy a price to pay for adopting only minimal assumptions are free to adopt additional restrictions (or equivalently incorporate additional information about the error process) into their analysis in a quest for meaningful rankings; however, our results force such researchers to be explicit about what these restrictions are and why they are appropriate.
However, our analysis also shows that the use of self-reported obesity rates, in and of itself, need not eliminate all information. We illustrate this using data on obesity rates across the US states. In contrast to the cross-country European results where obtaining meaningful rankings was difficult, the measurement error-adjusted bounds we derive for the USA are still informative about the rankings of US states by obesity. This reflects the greater variation in obesity rates across US states, as a result of which the US rankings are more robust to the adjustments for measurement error. The US rankings that emerge, after allowing for measurement error, are consistent with rankings typically reported in the popular press based on raw uncorrected BMI. These results show that cross-state variation in self-reported obesity rates in the US, used in conjunction with the bounds we report, may still provide a useful input into an analysis of the causes and consequences of obesity in the USA.
